ENERGY AND GEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
DIVISION[565]
Created by 1986 Iowa Acts, chapter 1245, §1806, under the “umbrella” of Department of Natural Resources
NOTE: Iowa Code chapter 93 renumbered as 473 in 1993 Iowa Code

TITLE I
ENERGY RESOURCES

CHAPTER 1
GENERAL
1.1(455A,473) Definitions
1.2(17A,455A,473) Rules of practice

CHAPTER 2
Reserved

CHAPTER 3
STATE PETROLEUM SET-ASIDE

SUBPART A—SET-ASIDE SYSTEM
3.1(473) General
3.2(473) Scope
3.3(473) Authorizing document
3.4(473) Supplier’s responsibilities
3.5(473) Prime suppliers
3.6(473) Release of state set-aside

SUBPART B—APPLICATIONS FOR ASSIGNMENTS FROM STATE SET-ASIDE SYSTEM
3.7(473) Scope and purpose
3.8(473) Assignment from state set-aside
3.9(473) Who may apply
3.10(473) Where to file
3.11(473) What to file
3.12(473) Processing applications
3.13(473) Criteria for assignment from state set-aside
3.14(473) Decision and order
3.15(473) Misuse of state set-aside
3.16(473) Time for action on application

SUBPART C—APPEALS
3.17(473) Appeals
3.18(473) Review of appeal
3.19(473) Filing of appeal
3.20(473) Time of filing
3.21(473) Form of notice of appeal
3.22(473) Notice to affected third parties
3.23(473) Responses to notice of appeal
3.24(473) Requests for evidentiary hearing
3.25(473) Resolution of appeal where no material issue of fact
3.26(473) Scheduling of evidentiary hearing
3.27(473) Notice of evidentiary hearing
3.28 to 3.32 Reserved
3.33(473) Review by commission
3.34(473) Remedy for erroneous denial for assignment or set-aside request
3.35(473) Inspection of appeal decisions
SUBPART D—REQUESTS FOR CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT

3.36(473) Requests for confidential treatment

CHAPTER 4
Reserved

CHAPTER 5
PURCHASING FUEL FROM ALTERNATIVE SOURCES

5.1(323A) Scope
5.2(323A) Director’s determination

CHAPTER 6
BUILDING ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

6.1(473) General
6.2(473) Applicability
6.3(473) Energy audits
6.4(473) Technical engineering analysis
6.5(473) Installation of cost-effective energy management improvements
6.6(473) Funding and fees
6.7(473) Energy accounting system
6.8(473) Appeals and reporting measures

CHAPTERS 7 to 12
Reserved

CHAPTER 13
STANDBY EMERGENCY ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES

13.1(473) Scope
13.2(473) Director findings
13.3(473) Emergency Energy Conservation Plan
13.4(473) Actions available for public inspection

CHAPTERS 14 to 17
Reserved

CHAPTER 18
STATE ENERGY PROGRAM

18.1(473) Scope of authority and purpose
18.2(473) Definitions
18.3(473) General
18.4(473) State energy plan
18.5(473) Eligibility
18.6(473) Appeal and complaint procedure

CHAPTERS 19 to 49
Reserved

TITLE II
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

CHAPTER 50
GENERAL

50.1(17A,458A,460A) Bureau responsibilities
50.2(17A,458A) Oil, gas, and metallic minerals
CHAPTER 51
OIL, GAS, AND METALLIC MINERALS

51.1(458A) Definitions
51.2(458A) Application and permit
51.3(458A) Transfer of drilling permits
51.4(458A) Organization reports
51.5(458A) Bond
51.6(458A) Drilling
51.7(458A) Identification of wells
51.8(458A) Surface equipment
51.9(458A) Deviation
51.10(458A) Vacuum pumps prohibited
51.11(458A) Notification of fire, breaks, leaks, or blowouts
51.12(458A) Producing from different pools through the same casing string or multiple completion of wells
51.13(458A) Commingling of production prohibited
51.14(458A) Reports by producers, transporters or storers
51.15(458A) Abandonment and plugging of wells
51.16(458A) Well spacing